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TWIN CITIES PBS
IMPACT. DRIVEN BY MEDIA.

At Twin Cities PBS (TPT), we tell stories that strengthen community. 

From WordGirl to Masterpiece to TPT’s original productions, we present 

stories that educate and inspire. Our digital platforms, Next Avenue 

and Rewire, reach rapidly growing audiences nationwide. Our children’s 

programming helps young people learn and thrive. And our new Street 

Space brings Minnesotans together for concerts, screenings, discussions 

and more. All together, TPT is reaching, informing, engaging and 

connecting with more people than ever before. 
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TPT BY THE NUMBERS

96,000
TPT members

15,000
people attended events in TPT’s 

Street Space

766
volunteers

Regional Emmy
Awards in 2016

3 million
people served every month

TPT.ORG
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STORYTELLER. AMPLIFIER. CONNECTOR.
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TPT IS FOR THE NEXT GEN

REWIRE.ORG

TPT PROVIDES TRUSTED 
INFORMATION

Thought-provoking. Unique. Current. Fresh. Launched by TPT in 2016, Rewire is a 

national digital platform by and for young adults. Covering relationships, work and 

passion, arts and inspiration, politics, technology, the environment and more, Rewire 

is for people who want to grow, thrive and build a better world. 

TPT’s statewide broadcasts Almanac and 

Almanac at the Capitol explore the stories 

behind the headlines. More than 50,000 

people across the state tune in each week 

for trusted information about politics and 

public affairs. In 2016, more than 98% of 

Almanac survey respondents said that the 

program’s coverage is fair and non-partisan. In addition, TPT broadcast gavel-to-

gavel coverage of the 2016 Legislative Session – 558 hours in all. 



TPT BUILDS CONNECTIONS 
THROUGH THE ARTS

TPT creates and presents award-winning programming that uses art to 

build vibrant and connected communities. Last year, TPT:

Connected Minnesota’s artists with audiences through our flagship arts program 

Minnesota Original. Artists featured on the program regularly reported growth in 

sales, audience and commissions. A viewer survey found that 43% of respondents 

had attended a performance, visited a museum or purchased art as a result of 

something they saw on the show. What’s more, the show is connecting Minnesota’s 

artists to national audiences: Minnesota Original now airs on 195 public television 

stations in 37 states. 

Featured the work of local and emerging musicians on The Lowertown Line. TPT 

presented 8 live concerts and produced broadcast and online media that brought 

these artists to statewide audiences. 

Partnered with Independent Filmmaker Project Minnesota, Circus Juventas, American 

Craft Council and Black Label Movement to create the second season of TV Takeover, 

combining public events and live television...plus fire juggling, breakdancing, a craft 

cage match, and more.

“I think productions like TPT’s TV Takeover are really where the rubber hits 

the road on the idea of public television. Television that serves the public, 

produced in partnership with local community organizations, and the studio—

literally opened to the public.” – Andrew Renallo, American Craft Council
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TPT BUILDS COMMUNITY 

TPT builds and strengthens community by sharing stories that matter. 

Last year, TPT’s original programming included, among many others:

Minnesota Stories in a Changing Climate: This documentary shares 6 stories of 

Minnesotans experiencing climate change. Produced in partnership with Climate 

Generation: A Will Steger Legacy and Climate Minnesota.

Make Money Work: After an extended 

community listening process, TPT created 

two Emmy-Award-winning documentaries, 

Make Money Work: Financial Freedom and 

Make Money Work: New American Dreams. 

Grounded in story, the films bridge the cultural, 

knowledge and trust gaps that often exist 

between communities of color and the U.S. banking and financial system. 

Funded by the Wells Fargo Foundation. 

 

Reclaiming Sacred Tobacco: This award-winning documentary shared efforts 

by some of Minnesota’s Native communities to reclaim traditional practices 

around Sacred Tobacco and promote better health. Produced in partnership with 

Clearway Minnesota. 
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RECLAIMING SACRED TOBACCO



TPT ADVANCES STEM LEARNING

TPT is the pre-eminent producer of educational media focused on 

science, technology, engineering and math (STEM). Last year, TPT:

Significantly expanded its Twin Cities STEM outreach through partnerships with 

Minneapolis Boys and Girls Clubs, the Beacons Network/YMCA, and through role 

model trainings.

Partnered with urban 4-H groups in the Twin 

Cities and Duluth to pilot SPLASH Screen, a 

hands-on STEM learning initiative that engages 

kids in using technology as they collect data 

and learn about local water resources.

Engaged more than 60,000 girls and boys in hands-on STEM learning through 

TPT’s STEM outreach network, now totaling 165 organizations across 34 states 

and two territories.

 

Launched production of the fourth season of TPT’s original series SciGirls. The 

new season, Latina SciGirls, will be produced in Spanish for broadcast on PBS 

and Univisión.

SCIGIRLS STORIES: REAL 
WOMEN, REAL JOBS
A chemist. A bicycle engineer. A firefighter. A 

pilot. All Minnesota women who use STEM in their 

work every day. Research has shown that role 

models play a critical role in inspiring girls to stay 

interested in STEM. For that reason, TPT created 

SciGirls Profiles: Women in STEM — a new series of 

short videos and an Emmy Award-winning television 

broadcast that reached more than 1.1 million people 

on-air, online and through social media. 
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TPT HELPS PEOPLE AGE WELL
TPT leverages media to help Americans keep growing and learning as 

they age. For example:

In 2012, TPT launched Next Avenue, a national digital platform aimed at people age 

50+. With engaging and relevant content on the arts, health, finance and more, Next 

Avenue now draws 2 million people per month and reaches millions more through 

media partnerships with PBS.org, Forbes.com and others. Next Avenue is trusted 

and highly valued:  fully 95% of readers have taken action 

based on something they found on Next Avenue.

 

TPT produced multiple programs that helped Minnesotans explore their hopes and 

concerns around late life. TPT’s original productions included:

Late Life: A Conversation with Atul Gawande: TPT’s Cathy Wurzer spoke with  

the author of Being Mortal about his vision of healthcare that helps people live 

well to the end. A partnership with Allina Health.

 

Honoring Values in End of Life Care: Produced in Spanish, Hmong and Somali, 

this program explored how different cultural communities approach late life. 

TPT completed production of Alzheimer’s: Every Minute Counts, a major 

documentary exploring the social and economic impact of the Alzheimer’s crisis. 

Coupled with a robust national education and engagement effort, the documentary 

premiered nationally on PBS in January 2017.
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ALZHEIMER’S: EVERY MINUTE COUNTS



TPT HELPS YOUNG PEOPLE
SUCCEED

Since its founding, TPT has worked to help young people learn and grow. 

During the past year, TPT:

Launched Second Saturdays, a family-friendly, monthly event featuring hands-on 

activities and the PBS characters kids love – from Daniel Tiger to Curious George.

Helped parents and caregivers raise healthy children. TPT partnered with the 

Wilder Research Center and the African American Babies Coalition to create 

Brains Are Built, a series of short videos about parenting tips for healthy brain 

development.

 

Launched production of a new national television series focused on driving 

science and literacy learning among children ages 4-8. Targeted to premiere in 

2018, the new series will include 40 animated TV episodes, 20+ digital games, and 

robust national outreach.

Laid the groundwork for a new 24/7 TPT Kids Channel that premiered in January 

2017, significantly expanding the amount of PBS Kids programming available 

to Minnesota’s children and families. Decades of research has shown that this 

programming is highly effective at driving early learning, promoting school 

readiness, and cultivating positive social-emotional skills in children.
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